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Hi CR, 

 

I was reading the Nympho Tactics and was intrigued by the anecdote you shared 

when you slept with Crystal and it was such that she believes that the way you had 

sex with her was if you were in love with her when you were not... 

 

Do you remember the specifics of it? 

 

What exactly did you do when you made love to her? 

 

I’m guessing heightened love emotions + physical pleasure during sex clearly got 

her addicted to you, which is pretty amazing in my opinion. 

 

Would love to know the specifics of it! 

 

Cheers 

 

K.P. 

 

 

 

Hey K.P. 

 

Yeah. Spot on. (heightened love emotions + physical pleasure during sex). 

 

I remember it clearly. 

 

I had sex with her with a lot of passion!  

 

As far as specifics (from what I remember)... 

 

- 70% - 90% of the time we were kissing the whole time 

- if she was on top I would hold her close 

- I thrusted her medium speed rarely without stopping unless we were switching 

positions (positions were: missionary, doggy, her on top…for the most part) 

http://superpowermedia.com/neffect2011.html


- she never knew if I would come over her place later than night. So that was part 

of it… 

 

A powerful element in addiction is 'not knowing' if you're going to get some sort of 

pleasure...  

 

So she had to wait all day…so before we would go at it, she was already 

"incredibly” horny...  

 

- She was picky who she had sex with, but attractive… which translated into: she 

hadn't been with a man in a while, but confident in the bed… 

 

- Another thing, I matched (or kept up with) her high sexual endurance.  

 

In other words, some women are ok with having sex for 5min or 15min or 30min... 

Crystal could easily go 1 - 2 hours every night. Every time we had sex it lasted 

about an hour or more.  

 

I don't know for sure, but I believe she wasn't use to a guy matching her 

endurance...  

 

Anytime a person gets more pleasure than they were expecting, the brain goes 

crazy.    

 

So "that" combined with the "strong feelings of love" + "starving for love" + 

"passionate nonstop sex" sent her mind in overdrive... 

 

As the sexual relationship continued, she got increasingly addicted to sex... and she 

was falling madly in love. 

 

She might have been the nicest person I’ve ever met. As in…she was just an 

overall good person: nonjudgmental, lots of qualities I liked… it was bad enough 

that she was falling in love… but she kept telling me that she believes that I 

secretly loved her back… 

 

(“I know that you love me! Just admit it.”) 

 



Different women have different “sexual addiction programs”. 

 

With woman A: It could be → She loves him + He’s the new guy = Addicted to 

having sex with him. 

 

With woman B: It could be → She loves him + She wants a committed relationship 

= Addicted to having sex with him. 

 

With woman C: It could be → She loves him + She wants to be loved back = 

Addicted to having sex with him. 

 

Crystal was a combination of woman B and woman C. 

 

For years, I just assumed that she was a nympho. 

 

I never thought I did anything special until one day I was talking to a female 

friend. 

 

(I don't believe I mentioned this part in the nympho tactics book)... but the female 

friend was talking about a guy she used to have a 'strictly sex' relationship with... 

and at some point she talked about how she became addicted to having sex with 

him (not using those words). 

 

Note: This isn’t the college female friend that I referenced in a few other reports. 

This is a current female friend. 

 

So I asked her a few questions about what he did that was so different and she 

pretty much described EXACTLY how I was with crystal (i.e. passionate sex, lots 

of kissing, lasting for a long time). 

 

But the overall formula that got Crystal addicted was: 

 

Passionate Sex + More Pleasure Than Expected + Starved Emotion + Not 

Knowing (if I would visit her) + Good Interaction (laughing, talking, enjoying 

each other’s company)  



 

Cheers 

 

- CR 

 

 

 

 

Nice! 

 

Did you say anything to her during the sex? 

Like whispers of love etc. Lol 

 

I'm curious, how old were you and how old was she at that time? 

 

What happened to her now? Did you ever hear back from her? 

So in the end, she wanted a relationship and you didn't and decided to call it off 

right? 

 

I mean, if she was (1) hot as hell (2) addicted to sex with you (3) loves you, then 

why not be with her though? 

 

I'm just curious, Haha. 

 

I know you're happily married and all now. 

 

It seems to me there was a void in her before she met you and you filled her void, 

so to speak. 

 

Did you ever know what happened to her before she met you? I mean, what cause 

her to be starving for love etc. 

 

CURIOUS! Haha 

 

Cheers! 



 

K.P. 

 

 

 

LOL! I’m a big believer in giving compliments during sex…it definitely has a big 

impact on women ...  

 

However, with Crystal, I didn’t do any of that…during this time, I wasn't really 

doing too much of that type of stuff during sex. (I was silent. Lol.) 

 

As far as my age at the time, I was 20 or 21....I think she was about 31. 

 

I'm not sure what happened to her... 

 

I never officially called it off.... I was playing the field at the time - seeing different 

women....not a lot, maybe about 3 - 5 girls/women on a regular basis... 

 

I met this other girl months after meeting Crystal (I talked about her briefly as the 

"girl in the sundress") so I was splitting time with Crystal and "Sundress Girl" and 

other women... 

 

As far as not being with Crystal (as in a relationship). 

 

She had 3 kids + she smoked ... but the main thing (that stopped me from entering 

into a full blown “committed relationship”) was the 3 kids... I never told her that, 

but that was the deal breaker for me... 

 

Although she was a nice/good person... 

 

Once she started to fall deeper in love, I backed off a bit to protect her feelings... 

 

The same with the “girl in the sundress” (who was also hot + she was 19)... 

 

But also had 3 kids!! lol.... unless like Crystal, the “sundress girl” had a boyfriend.  



 

But she was starting to fall in love, too...so even though the sex was great with 

both… I didn't like breaking hearts and stringing them along...so I gradually 

backed off... 

 

The last I heard about Crystal was from a friend (who was dating Crystal's friend) 

who told me that Crystal now hates me because I stopped returning her calls... 

 

I later learned that after a few months had gone by, Crystal "allegedly" got 

pregnant by me and there was some sort of complication and she needed 

surgery...she never told me this was going on....she didn't tell anyone except for her 

friend...I was under the impression that she was on birth control and couldn't get 

pregnant.  

 

As far as your question about “what happened before me”, from what she told me, 

her former boyfriend was a military guy who was really strict…and zero sense of 

humor. Every time she talked about him, I imagined this super serious guy who 

never laughs...even if everyone in the room is cracking up... lol.  

 

After her relationship with him was over, she was lonely for a year or two...and 

then we met…I think she was craving love + she was lonely + she seemed to really 

enjoy spending time with me… 

 

Cheers! 

 

-CR 

 

 

 

  



Hey CR 

 

"so even though the sex was great with both, I didn't like breaking hearts and 

stringing them along...so I gradually backed off..." 

 

Damn cr. U earned my respect for that. 

 

I'm pretty sure the average guy would have strung along the girls. 

 

Yea the sundress girl. I think you wrote about her in Super Text Power.  

19yo with 3 kids?! That's crazy early 

 

What is up with you Americans. Hahaha. joking joking 

K.P. 

 

 

 

Lmao! 

 

Thanks.  

 

Yeah the girl from Super Text Power... great memory! 

 

I was thinking the same thing when she told me about the kids... strangely she 

(sundress girl) was very mature for age and intelligent. 

 

Worked at a bank, had her own place...unlike many girls her age that I dealt with 

during that time.  

 

It's cool...You already know how Americans are. Lol 

 

- CR 

 

 



 

Haha 

 

Anyways, you know I'm a fan of your works and own a lot of them. 

 

I was wondering, is there a particular sequence that I should read those books to 

get the maximum benefits? 

 

I mean, you wrote on different stuffs sexual tension and sexual value and the 

subfields of those etc. 

 

It'd the awesome if you have a kinda like a recommended sequence on what books 

to read first and followed by what books! 

 

I read a lot of your books and sometimes I forget quickly what I read in SSP when I 

read SAP. 

 

Then I lose track of what I read in SAP when I read STP. Lol. 

 

I would love a proper sequence like SAP --> STP --> SSP, for example. 

 

It'll be more like a story/journey/chronology when learning those concepts so I 

think much more can be retained! 

 

And ofc the sequence would cover 90% of your works, cause frankly I think I own 

that much of it. Lol 

 

Cheers 

K.P. 

 

 

 

 



Hey K.P. 

 

lol. I think you own just about everything. 

 

I attached an ideal reading order chart. 

 

You can start with the highlighted ones (I'm pretty sure you own all of the ones 

highlighted)... 

 

And then go back and read in order of the group # (let me know if that makes 

sense)....some are in blue, ignore that. 

 

Cheers 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CR, 

 

You really are doing God's work out there!  I already blasted through both books 

and just as the title stated, had some eye opening revelations.  In the sex 

department I had some things already working in my favor, stamina, foreplay, 

patience, etc but boy was I lacking in the newness category.  I'm almost ashamed 

because I recall her telling me such but being a dude about it I kind of ignored her 

requests. 

 

I do need some advice or direction. 

 

I have a bit of a situation that may get lengthy but I'll do my best to be clear and 

concise. 

 

I've been married to my wife for 9 years and we have a 2 year old and a 4 year old. 

 

As far as sex goes, she wants it more than I do.  My problem is I found my 

attraction to her waning because of two factors, her weight gain and lack of 

perceived intellectual growth.   

 

Now don't get me wrong, I love a big girl.  But if you're gaining weight, not 

confident in yourself, and think the answer is buying sexy lingerie to throw on an 

unkempt body I just won't be attracted.   

 

I read all types of books, watch documentaries, casually pursue a variety of 

interests, and maintain a good level of fitness.   

 

I have a good sense of humor, I'm a giver (in a variety of ways), kind, self-aware, 

and not abusive in any sense.  Over the years, (because the weight gain started 

long before we even had a child) I've gently mentioned I want her to take better 

care of herself.   

 

I've suggested [many things]. CR, nothing worked.   

 



In regards to the intellectual growth aspect, I've [done many things].  

 

About three years ago I started having extramarital affairs, of the physical and 

somewhat emotional side.   

 

As fate would have it, she found out when I was growing a conscious and was 

actually ending all of those extra relationships.  My thought process was changing 

and I'd come to the realization that if I want my marriage to work with the woman 

that I'm with I can't divert any of my energy to other women.  I had to be fully 

invested and all in.   

 

All of my skeletons came falling out the closet around November and surprisingly 

enough... my marriage is pretty good.   

 

The sex was damn good and I feel stronger for her emotionally than ever.   

 

Here's where I am a lost CR.  A few months ago the wife said she wants to change 

the dynamic of our relationship into a Dominant/submissive type.  She wants me to 

be her Dominant and MAKE her into the woman I want her to be.  It sounds all 

good right?   

 

Except I don't know what the hell I'm doing as a Dominant.  To be completely 

honest, it's hard for me to even say I even know what I want.  She says she needs 

me to 'feed her submission'.   

 

She says she always needed that but didn't know how to put it into words but found 

validation thanks to the internet.  I find emailing her more difficult now because 

now I need to be this Dominant that is giving her instructions and dominating her 

from afar.   

 

You have products on conversations and respect and interactions and all of those 

sound good but where do you suggest I start? 

 

BTW, I plan on getting all of your sex products because I have an interest in being 

the absolute best lover I can be.  So far you've consistently under-promised and 

over-delivered so I'll support you to the end! 

 



Thanks again for all that you do and giving me an opportunity to ask questions, it 

means more than I'm capable of putting into words right now.  You take care 

Brother! 

 

Very respectfully, 

 

H.S. 

 

 

 

Hey H.S. 

 

Thanks for the kind words. 

 

I been in a similar situation years ago, where I wanted my wife to “grow, read, eat 

better, work out, etc.”… 

 

So I know exactly what you mean… She does those things now (not sure I can take 

full credit it for it), but back then she didn’t… 

 

I also feared that she had the potential to gain a lot of weight in the future (shitty 

eating habits + cynical comments about working out + she had a “very huge” 

grandma). 

 

I've always worked out since I was very young and cared about my diet, etc… 

 

Back then, it took a lot of motivation just to get her to do simple stuff she 

SHOULD naturally care about… 

 

It was a huge turn off… just the whole attitude of “not caring” and stuff like that… 

 

At the time, she wasn’t that motivated to have sex, too…. she was pretty boring at 

times …  

 

There was a “brief moment” when I strongly considered stepping out… 



 

If anything I understand the feeling… 

 

I know of cases where guys have been denied sex for over a year, then as soon as 

the guy stepped out (because that's not the type of arrangement he signed up for)… 

the woman treated him like he did the worst thing in the world… 

 

With that said, I do commend you for making a change and working on the 

relationship. 

 

As far as being dominant, I find that just about every woman loves "sexual 

instructions". 

 

That should be the starting point. 

 

You can use “instructions” during sex to do lots of “strategic stuff”… 

 

An example during sex would be: "Ok now Sweetie I want you to get on top…but 

this time I want you to go slower than normal… yeah just like that… that's perfect! 

Good girl. Keep going slow like that". 

 

In your situation (being that you're currently away from her) you can give her two 

types of instructions. 

 

Type 1 - "I miss you" messages (i.e. "I can't wait to fuck you!", "I miss you so 

much I can't wait to make love to you", etc.) 

 

So in that case, the example becomes….  

 

"For some reason, I was missing a lot more than normal last night. I can’t wait to 

see you. I had this dream where I told you ‘Ok now Sweetie I want you to get on 

top…and you started smiling… I love your smile by the way… then I told that this 

time I want you to go slower than normal…and then you were going at the perfect 

speed… I told you, ‘yeah just like that… that's perfect!’ I kept telling you how 

much I loved you in the dream.. I told you how good you felt… The dream was 

incredibly real …I told you, ‘Good girl. Keep riding Daddy nice and slow. In the 

dream, you were riding me nice and slow and you wanted to go faster. I told you 



it’s perfect when you go slow, ok? You shook her head up and down like a good 

girl blah blah blah blah blah I can’t wait to see you blah blah blah blah blah" 

 

Type 2 - "Giving her instructions"  

 

This is where you would say something like, "do you know what I would like? 

Tonight I want you to play with yourself. I want you to imagine that I'm telling you 

to get on top of me…I want you to imagine that I'm telling you to go nice and 

slow…I want you to imagine so strongly and so clearly… that it almost feels like 

I'm right there…I also want you to imagine me whispering in your ear and telling 

you to go slower than normally blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah 

blah blah " 

 

You get the point… 

 

In fact, I mentioned this concept in a report.  

 

(http://superpowermedia.com/backdoorpage-hidden-org-hack.html) 

 

(Not sure if you got that one…)  

 

But basically…I analyzed an "audio sex story" from a guy…women left comments 

about how the story got them horny and how it was the best sex story they ever 

heard…and the guy was doing a lot of the stuff that I’ve done with my wife such 

as: 

 

1. Giving sexy minor instructions (ie "I want you to go a slower and put your 

hands on my chest) 

2. Giving her positive feedback (i.e. "I want you to go a slower…yeah just like 

that" ) 

3. Using the word 'perfect'. Women like that (i.e. "Yeah just like that… that's 

perfect…keep doing that…”) 

4. Point out something unique that she’s already doing + talk about her impact on 

you in a dramatic way (i.e. "I love it when you smile when I first put it in…oh my 

god!!… for some reason that drives me so fucking crazy!” 

5. {VERY POWERFUL!!} Do a mixture of hardcore sex talk + loving emotional 

comments (For example, if you were using a “dream method”, you would say, "I 

http://superpowermedia.com/backdoorpage-hidden-org-hack.html


love you Baby blah blah blah in the dream I was hitting you from the back …I told 

you to grind back harder and you did… Baby, you did it perfectly…just the way I 

like it… I was fucking you so hard. I miss you so much I can't wait to see you…”  

 

More examples of hardcore sex talk + loving emotional comments: during sex: 

 

“Oh my god your pussy feels amazing. I love you so much!”  

 

“You are the most lovable woman on the planet and plus you got my cock so 

fucking hard!!” 

 

6. Correct her. In other words, tell her to do something during sex and then make 

her feel as though she done it wrong. If she wants you to be “dominant”, then you 

have to do this from time to time.  

 

For example, (during sex) "ok get on all fours for me…yeah like that… can you 

spread your arms out a little bit” (even though really it doesn't matter)…. and when 

she does, say, "no. not like that. Not that wide….bring them in a little more" 

 

Basically, whenever you give her “minor instructions”, give her 3 possible 

responses: 

 

(1) You're almost there → "Good. But just bring your arms in a little bit more.”  

(2) You did it right → "Yeah.. just like that"  

(3) You did it wrong → (Politely) "No. Not that wide Sweetie….bring them in a 

little more for me, ok? ((makes adjustment)) Perfect!" 

 

Vary those type of responses… 

 

Much success with you and your lady! 

 

Warm Regards, 

CR 

 



 

Hey CR, I got  a few reports that I wanna buy I’ll let you know soon.  

Btw I was reading monkey initiation and there's something I don't fully understand. 

when you say if the woman is dead-set on believing that women should not initiate 

whatsoever, then us guys can do a different approach - 

Can you explain a bit how this can be done? 

 

D.P. 

 

 

 

 

Hey D.P. 

 

As far as a woman who is dead-set on believing that women should not initiate 

whatsoever, it helps to know what "emotional benefit" she gets from NOT 

initiating... 

 

For example…and this took me years to discover this…. But I noticed that 

sometimes my wife doesn't have a problem with initiating. But then there are times 

when she’s horny but WILL NOT initiate at all... 

 

I never understood this and at times assumed that I was misreading her and I 

become more aware that women are driving to have sex for different reasons. 

 

So on Monday, she could be “horny + driven by reason #1” 

 

On Tuesday, she could be “horny + driven by reason #2” 

 

It’s kind of like a woman being hungry but craving a specific type of food. 

 

Here’s what I noticed…. 

 



The times when she’s horny + refuses to initiate, she wants to feel "super 

desired”. 

 

So on some level, she has a belief that she CAN NOT experience this feeling if 

SHE is the one that makes the final move. 

 

As you know, many women like to use key phrases/clichés such as: "he couldn't 

keep his hands off of me"… 

 

...even when a woman is married and loyal, they still love the idea of having all of 

the guys staring at her... or all of the guys hitting on her... 

 

It’s the emotional blend of: "lots of power" + "being very desired"... 

 

Lots of power = feeling very desired = little effort (i.e. she just walks in a room and 

a guy immediately starts talking to her) 

 

Little power = feeling desperate = lots of effort (i.e. the single woman who has to 

drive 4 hours to visit the ONE GUY who is showing a little bit of interest in her) 

 

With all of that said... that type of thinking manifests in relationships... for 

example, the "panties tactic" that I mentioned in a few reports (Note: you don't 

have to use "panties"... that's just an example)... but you can compliment her 

panties… 

 

Lots of power = little effort + huge impact (i.e. she puts on panties and instantly 

she feels super desirable) 

 

Lots of power = little effort + huge impact (i.e. the super hero snaps his fingers and 

makes a truck disappear. He can do things that 99.9% of regular guys can’t do. 

This creates a powerful feeling that he’s likely to become addicted to. And as a 

result, he’ll seek up ways to “recreate this feeling”) 

 

It’s best to do this “super power” effect during sex...  

 

You want to be playful and dramatic…. 

 



You can say something like: 

 

(Playfully | During sex) "blah blah blah….btw...those panties that you had on are 

so fucking hot.....there is something irresistible about them... in fact, EVERY 

TIME you’ve worn them, we’ve ended up making love...it’s the only reason why 

we’re having sex right now…it’s not because of your cute smile, it’s only because 

of those magical panties…it's like as soon as I see my beautiful lady in them, I get 

so fucking hard… and I just HAVE TO have you...blah blah blah...” 

 

You can say something like that... 

 

And what you’re doing is two things. 

 

1. Making her feel “powerful” (i.e. Just putting on panties → you get extremely 

turned on) 

 

2. You're INSTALLING a "very simple" program that trains/conditions her on 

HOW TO initiate sex with you in the future. 

 

This brings us full circle to how a woman can be horny + refuse to initiate, 

because she wants to feel "super desired”. 

 

In other words, from her perspective (if she doesn't believe that women should 

make the first move….or she has a HUNGER FOR SEX….but….she 

SPECIFICALLY wants the guy to make the first move)... she’ll put on sexy 

panties as a way of “getting the guy’s attention”… 

 

Technically, she’s initiating sex…  

 

You know this. 

 

I know this.  

 

But you don’t have to tell her that. :) 

 

It doesn’t feel that way to her… 



 

As far as the message of "btw...those panties that you had on are sooo hot...they're 

irresistible...etc etc"... it helps to constantly send those messages b/c repetition = 

strengthening the belief". 

 

And also...it doesn't have to be “panties = super power” ... it could be "you smelled 

so good, I just had to have you immediately"... 

 

It can be anything. 

 

As an advanced approach... this is powerful and very simple to do…. 

 

Over time you can create layers... 

 

So (to stick with the same example), she's wearing the right panties + she smells 

good + something else + something else...  

 

- CR 

 

 

 

  



Hey CR, 

 

Greetings! Hope you are doing great! 

 

Quick to the point! 

 

What about a woman that she is happy, joyful and you are helping her study, both 

are close to each other having a good time. 

 

Then it happens that you reach for something and touch her with your body and 

because you really like her you keep your body close and touching her. 

 

Then what happens is that she back off and tell you: 

 

Don't touch me!  

 

[ Ouch!! :( ] 

 

You say: 

 

Why? 

 

She says: 

 

Because I don't like to be touched! 

 

You don't have an answer for that and just went blank, a little embarrassed and 

you back it off. 

 

Then you keep your posture and continue helping her studying but the slap to your 

face is still there and your face is maybe red... hahaha! 

 

End of story. Period. 

 

Ok... I know you are gonna tell me if she likes you, she will not tell you to back off 

because she wants you near her. 

 



Ok... but what about that she says she doesn't like to be touch in general by 

anybody. She said she just don’t like to be touch. 

 

My friend I also know that maybe it’s because she is not interested in me anyhow 

but at least I want to analyze this from another perspective and other opinions. 

 

Please help! What ebooks do I need to review or buy? 

 

Thank you very much indeed my friend! 

 

Take care, 

W.A. 

 

 

 

 

Hey W.A. 

 

I wouldn't be too concerned about it…  

 

I know some people who think in an “X = Y” kind of way. 

 

To them, a woman doing that = she doesn’t like you. 

 

But you have to look at the complete picture and explore all the possibilities.  

 

It could have been just bad timing, bad mood, moving too fast, comfort zone issue 

or she didn't know how to respond (a lot of 'rejections' are based on that). 

 

There was one time when I went to kiss a girl and she pulled away. She didn’t 

explain why. A couple of days later, she ends up initiating a kiss along with a lot of 

mutual sexual touching. 

 

To this day, I have no idea why she pulled away the first time.  

 



But I am “100% convinced” that when she initiated the kiss and sexual touching a 

couple of days later, it was because I made the first move… 

 

In fact, I was just talking to a guy who went to kiss his ex-girlfriend and she pulled 

away and said to him, “please don’t ever do that…I’m no longer sexually attracted 

to you. I’m sorry.”  

 

But later that month, she ended up sexually attacking him. 

 

I think of a time when my wife rejected me and literally minutes later she initiated 

sex. 

 

I find it best to just remember that "each second", you're a "new you" and “each 

second” she's a "new her" and has different feelings about you, herself and sex. 

 

If you get rejected (in the worst way possible), it’s possible that the next day 

(without making any adjustment) that she could feel totally different about you 

(and your intentions). 

 

And if you do new things to her (say "new things" to her) (and have "new layers of 

impact"), you’re more likely to get her to see you in a different way. 

 

Best Regards, 

CR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Hi Charles, 

 

Regarding your plan to develop a product based on "words/script" etc - have you 

any "words/scripts" so far that you could let me have ? 

 

Thanks my friend 

 

L.W. 

 

 

 

Hey L.W. 

 

Well as far as words/scripts as a seduction method…that’s tricky. 

 

I can think of times when I said some words/script to my wife that ended up 

getting her turned on pretty fast 

 

And on other days I’ve said “roughly the same thing” and it had zero impact. 

 

Keep in mind, I’m saying these words/script to the SAME WOMAN. 

 

What was always worked best for me (and it fits with how women's minds tend to 

work) is a "campaign" approach… 

 

To give an example, a "one signal approach" would be like saying to a woman 

"blah blah blah I think you're very beautiful"…  

 

Where… a campaign approach would be like giving her a SERIES of beauty 

compliments over the course of a few hours… 

 

But you wouldn’t say it in a clumsy robotic way… you would appropriately 

sprinkle them within the context of the current topics. 

 

 



Point is… ONE amazingly perfect compliment doesn’t come anywhere close to 

the impact of A SERIES of “pretty good” compliments…. 

 

That’s why the idea of using the “perfect script” is overrated. 

 

It’s just ONE MOVE. 

 

It’s ONE unit of impact. 

 

That’s like a “pussy licking expert” teaching a classroom of students how to give a 

woman ONE perfect pussy lick. 

 

Even if this guy is right…and somehow based on scientific studies, he identified 

the WORLDS BEST “A+” PERFECT PUSSY LICK in terms of (1) perfect angle, 

(2) tongue pressure, (3) tongue saliva-friction and (4) tongue speed… 

 

It would still be 1000x better to give her a SERIES of “B-” pussy licks. 

 

That’s why many of my newest methods/reports are “campaign-able” (i.e. The 

Subvoid, The Dark Owl, etc.)…meaning, it’s structured so that you can do the 

method in a “campaign” way….instead of trying to “perfectly nail it” one time. 

 

With that said, as far as words/scripts, there are two things that work great.  

 

1. Having a psychological effect. 

 

2. Having a pleasure-based effect. 

 

If you can think back to the women you’ve been with that were “light years” better 

in bed than other women and/or much better at getting you turned on… they were 

“genius teachers” at blending both (psychological effect + pleasure-based effect). 

 

Whenever you’re trying to keep things simple, just focus on giving pleasure. 

 

Physical pleasure → Backrub 



Emotional pleasure → A compliment 

 

The Pleasure Chart… 

 

Forms of Pleasure  Examples  

Doing something TO her (physically)  Back massage, foot rub, etc  

Doing something TO her (emotionally)  Complimenting her, making her laugh, 

etc.  

Doing something WITH her (physically)  a fun outdoors activity, hobby/crafting, 

playing a board game, sex, etc.  

Doing something WITH her 

(emotionally)  

Talking, sharing personal info, etc.  

Doing something FOR her (physically)  Helping her do a task, doing a task/chore 

for her, etc.  

Doing something FOR her (emotionally)  Helping her put something in 

perspective, cheering her up, listen, etc.  

 

 

Then, just keep increasing the density of pleasure as time goes on… 

 

Hope that helps my friend…  

 

- CR 

 

 

 

 

Hi CR.  

 

First Time Everrrrrr. I'm writing to ask your advice on what is the best course of 

actions with regards to what my friend is going through. 

 

He's into this girl and this girl is into him. They confessed but the girl says she's 

not ready to commit. The girl had 2 guys before my friend.  



 

The first guy she was with was for like 7 years.  

The second is my friend's guy friend and he kinda swooped in when my friend and 

the girl were getting along. They were not a couple but they kinda like each 

other. So I saw their texts and clearly from their text message interaction, it's 

obvious that the girl has my friend by the balls.  

 

I mean, the girl is dominating in their interaction. And my friend is all droopy 

getting all emo when he does not get a text msg from her. 

 

Is this a friendzone or pre-friendzone type of situation? Cause my friend and the 

girl confessed and they both like each other. But the girl said she is not ready to 

commit.  

 

What should be done if my friend wants to make it official as a couple? 

 

C.P. 

 

 

 

 

Hey C.P.  

 

Based on the situation (without knowing all of the details) it seems like a case 

where your friend is missing a key ingredient (or ingredients) and/or he's sending 

bad signals without realizing it.  

 

The good news is she confessed that she likes him. So, he's doing something right, 

but it would be wise for him to make a few tweaks. Otherwise, it will go downhill 

and fast. 

 

If he's able to "change how he acts around her" (in a better way), she WILL 

(without a doubt) respond in a better way. 



In terms of the "specifics", he may have to change his perspective more than 

anything.  

 

In most cases, it's difficult to "change how he acts around her" if he does not SEE 

THINGS DIFFERENTLY. 

 

But the main thing is he has to “do things” differently because it sounds like he's in 

the friendzone (or pre-friendzone). 

 

The first thing he should do is get her to believe that he's different in some way. 

 

Even if he doesn't make any changes…for “psychological priming purposes”, the 

impact is undeniable. 

 

In some cases, a guy can make a great “I’m different” speech without doing 

anything else…and it could have a “greater impact” than a guy NOT making the 

speech while making huge changes. 

 

He has to intelligently address confirmation bias. 

 

It’s very simple to do. 

 

So, STEP 1 - He should give her some sort of speech about being different and it 

could help to include (1) some sort of motivational quote + (2) sign of success 

 

He could say, "you know what I had this huge epiphany the other day. I saw this 

quote that said, ‘Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how you react to it.’ I 

heard it before but this time it stuck with me. And when I woke up the next 

morning, I felt amazing. I realized that if you're willing to go to the extra mile in 

life, you'll always get what you want. And a few hours later blah blah blah 

happened (i.e. something good happened, some sort of “sign of success”, etc.) 

 

STEP 2  

 

He should make it a point to “purge” all anti-SV behavior. 

 



So he should eliminate or minimize the following things: 

 

1. overly expressive of emotions (in a one-sided way) 

2. too needy 

3. complaining too much 

4. excessive negative talk 

5. being more available than she currently desires   

6. having behaviors that represent lack of control   

7. any type of conversation that has the message of 'it's not fair' (feeling 

powerless) 

8. any type of conversation that has the message of 'wanting people to feel 

sorry for you' 

9. any type of conversation where you are upset over something you have 

zero control of 

10. talking about and doing things that are widely (universally) perceived as 

pointless (i.e. a guy telling a woman how he spent 4 hours buffing out the 

tiny scratches on his steering wheel) 

11. being a 'please everyone guy' (or too worried about someone not liking 

you) 

12. being seen as a guy who is fearful to do what's needed/necessary  

13. being afraid to take appropriate risks 

14. being a 'dwelling on the past' guy (whether the past was good or bad) 

15. being a 'making the same mistakes over and over again' guy 

16. being a hater (saying negative things or trying to point out character 

flaws of someone who has achieved some sort of success) or calling 

someone lucky when clearly that made tough decisions most people 

aren't willing to make. 

17. being a guy who gives up too soon  

18. being the guy who wants people to react in a specific way (i.e. the guy 

buys a woman dozens of flowers and then gets boiling pissed when she 

doesn't give him a smiling leap-hug like he pictured in his mind)   

 

STEP 3 

 

As his "initial game plan" (in terms of SEEING some sort of improvement) he 

needs to make sure he's strong in 3 key areas: 

 

1. Interaction power - making her feel good, making her laugh, talking about 



interesting things, being fun to be around, inspiring her, not pressuring her 

 

2. Establishing a strong connection - making her feel like they have a lot in 

common, making her feel understood (secret goal: being the guy that understands 

her more than most people) 

 

3. SV/attraction signals - he could start with “good girl bad girl tactic” because it’s 

so simple and even a “rookie” could do it. 

 

For example, this is a cut and paste from a future report, but I've mentioned in on 

other reports…. 

 

The Good Girl Bad Girl Tactic 

 

 

Let's talk about this some more (this could be a review - maybe not). 

 

Either way, I'm sure you're familiar with the game that little girls play...  

 

He loves me. 

He loves me not. 

He loves me. 

He loves me not. 

He loves me. 

He loves me not. 

 

As you can see, it has an on/off structure.  

 

It's important to know that attraction/tension can be created via “managing” 

this on/off dynamic. 

 

Even when you're having sex, there's motion (an on/off structure ==> 'penis 

in - penis out – penis in – penis out').  

 

The idea with the good girl bad girl tactic is to create a back and forth 

sensation of approval – disapproval - approval – disapproval – etc 

 

... using the Compliment & Criticism Switching tactic. 



 

Let's talk about how it's done.  

 

(Keep in mind, this is a basic version. As you get comfortable with it, you'll 

start adding your own creative twists.) 

 

Here’s how it works: As she is talking, start mixing in comments like, “very 

good” or “good job”.  

 

You can even mix in saying things like, “I’m proud of you.” 

 

These are the Good-Girl Messages: 

 

very good 

good for you 

that was a great decision. I like that. 

Wow, most people wouldn’t have been smart enough to do that 

By the way, what made you think of that 

Not bad 

I’m proud of you  

good girl 

[thought out compliments ==> "I love the fact that you're always X and on 

top of that you still manage to Y. Most people don't take that approach"] 

etc, 

 

Pretty easy to do, right? 

 

In fact, you've done it before, I'm sure. 

 

Now it's time to mix in some "bad girl" comments.  

 

You see, if you were to send a constant stream of "only good messages" she 

could become numb to it. 

 

Just like if you put your penis in her and held it there. You need movement 

to create tension. 

 

Chances are, she's not perfect. And she doesn't make perfect decisions.  

 

The reason why the girl has a crush on her male softball coach is because he 



sends BOTH type of messages: 

 

Good job. You hit a double to win the game! (Good Girl message) 

 

What were you thinking, Nancy? Why on earth would you swing at ball 4 

when it's thrown in the dirt? (Bad Girl message) 

 

We live in a world of contrast.  

 

We respect those who are real. If the coach only said 'nice stuff' all the time - 

in all situations - pretty soon his comments would become NUMB. 

 

Compliments would be NUMB. 

Good girl message would be NUMB. 

His overall impact would be NUMB. 

 

...as in no impact. 

 

He wouldn't have the ability to make her really feel amazing about herself 

with his words. 

 

It's all about movement (on/off/on/off).  

 

That is the CORE STRUCTURE of many sexual tension tactics. 

 

So you want to start mixing in "bad girl messages", too. 

 

What made you do that? 

I’m shocked. I didn’t think you were that type 

I’m disappointed in you  

I’m starting to think differently of you 

etc, 

 

Here's the deal… 

 

It’s best to know the woman…  

 

Not every woman takes criticism too well… 

 

And you have to through trial and error discover the “sweet spot ratio”. 



 

For Woman A, it could be 50/50 (50% good girl comments and 50% bad girl 

comments). 

 

For Woman B, it could be 80/20. 

 

In most cases, to be on the safe side, you can make the “bad girl” messages 

playful… 

 

You: Let me get this straight. You actually thought it was smart to do 

X when she clearly said Y. I’m disappointed in you young lady. Shame 

on you. (smiling). 

Her: (smiling) Yeah. I know… 

 

My personal rule….ok to be “seriously” critical, if you’re criticizing 

someone else. 

 

You: I actually remember a time when I thought she was the perfect 

woman. Then a year later I saw her differently. There was one time 

when blah blah blah and I remember thinking. Ok. I need to figure out 

a way to get out of this relationship fast. 

 

It shows that you don't have to be mean or hurt her feelings. 

 

That's why 'playful teasing' can be so powerful. It's a way of communicating 

that you have standards and/or she hasn't met your standards in some way - 

but in a way that’s lighthearted or funny.   

 

 

 

So, that could be a great initial strategy.  

 

If he wanted to crank it up some more, he could add the SSU mindset [download 

link] that's something a friend of mine from college did when this girl had him in 

the friend zone for years.  

 

I've personally never heard of a case so extreme.  

http://superpowermedia.com/dlS-4881.html


 

 

 

 

Much Success to your friend. 

 

- CR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hey, CR  

 

My wife is friendly, warm and open with friends. She works out a lot as do I. Not 

bitchy, but she is strong willed and tends to like feel in control. 

 

She doesn't show her emotions too much, I think she feels it's a sign of weakness.  

 

She's considerate of others even to a fault. Not selfish, not self absorbed. In bed 

she doesn't have any problem making me feel good. She just closes up when I try to 

reciprocate unless she's ovulating or is way warmed up. 

 

A few things make her special. She's beautiful, we share the same humor, we 

believe the same things.  

She's entrepreneurial like myself, in other words she likes a challenge. When life 

throws us curveballs we rise to the occasion.  



 

She doesn't complain much except for when I bring up sex and trying 

new/different/exciting things. That's really the only thing that she reacts harshly to.  

 

Re: sex. My assessment is that she is afraid to lose control of herself. She doesn't 

like me to focus any attention on pleasuring her especially her clitoris and usually 

not her nipples. She clams up when I try to go down on her. I recently got a cock 

ring with a vibrator attached.  

 

Every time I pull it out to use it she nearly breaks into tears and it completely 

squashes the mood.  

 

She has orgasms but they are inhibited. It's like as much as she will allow herself 

to feel pleasure without losing control. Does that make sense? 

 

Let me know if that's enough to go on. I could elaborate all day. Ha. 

 

S.S. 

 

 

 

Hey S.S. 

 

Based on what you've mentioned, this could be an easy fix for you.  

 

For the most part, she (like a lot of women) are comfort zone driven... so any game 

plan to get her to do XYZ (i.e. more bj's, dressing up more, going down on her, 

whatever) is best approached: 

 

1. In layers 

2. With compliments 

3. By getting her to see herself doing it (while associating it with being fun and 



feeling good about herself). 

 

As you may know already, arguing/discussing any sort of sex issues often makes 

things worse...  

 

So in terms of what to do... there are dozens of plans that could work. The main 

components in any successful plan of this nature are: “the right psychological 

effect”, “timing” and “framing”. 

 

So if we're looking at the two extremes... 

 

(Let’s use a “get a BJ” example.) 

 

One of the WORST things you can do is: "Ask her for a BJ in a complaining way + 

while she's super un-horny"… 

 

(Bad timing + Bad framing) 

 

One of the BEST structures is doing the opposite: complimenting her + suggesting 

“a smaller version of a BJ” + pushing the act out into the future + while she's 

turned on (ideally, at a time when she’s very horny)… 

 

So during sex/foreplay, (1) make sure she’s turned on → (2) give her lots of 

compliments about how beautiful and sexy she is (it could be a 2-5 minute 

compliment-fest) → (3) then compliment something related to the act (i.e. “she has 

amazing lips”, “she’s great at applying the right pressure with her kisses”, etc.) → 

(4) suggest doing a smaller version of the act in the future 

 

Tip: Another thing that works great is making it clear that you don’t want it right 

now based on something amazing that she’s doing.  

 

Instead of saying, “I would love a blow job right now” → it becomes “At some 

point in the future I would love a few kisses ….but not right now…” 

 

For example, if you’re doing (3) and (4) from above, the conversation could go 

like, "blah blah blah I told you before I think you have the most amazing and 

softest lips on the planet…blah blah blah….maybe at some point in the future 



when we’re making love, I would love it if you gave me 2 or 3 soft kisses me down 

there. But please, not right now….I don’t want you stop…. you’re riding me so 

perfectly....but it’s on my “sexual bucket list” to experience a “few of your special 

kisses down there”… blah blah blah…  

 

The conversion subtly implies that she would be willing to do right now, but 

you’re telling her no.  

 

At one point...I had convinced my wife to write a sex book....she completed 98% 

of it... never released it ...but she ended up holding local workshops for women for 

a few years...it was short-lived... but for me (in terms of research) it was an 

“unexpected” dream come true! 

 

She would come home and excitedly report back different things women said… 

 

It turns out (to my surprise), there were a lot of women who didn't do BJs and she 

compiled a list of reasons... 

 

Here they are: 

 

- Some don’t do it because they don’t like the smell (I never realized this was an 

issue until she told me) 

- Some don’t do it because it makes her feel cheap 

- Some don’t do it because they think they wouldn’t be good at it 

- Might not be horny enough  

- Has some sort of negative association w/ the act  (i.e. bad experience) 

- Doesn't know how to manage the 'inevitable release of creamy passion' 

 

If you could guess (or figure out) the reason, it would help to factor that in.  

 

So in terms of tips: 

 

Tip #1: Push the act out into the future 

Tip #2: Make it seem like something different / Give it a special name (i.e. “kisses 

down there” instead of blow job) 

Tip #3: Make sure she’s turned on (the more turned on, the better) 



Tip #4: Describe a smaller version of the act (i.e. instead of her imagining blowing 

you for 20 minutes…. you’re getting her to imagine herself giving you a “few 

kisses down there” for a few seconds…)  

Tip #5: Tell her that you don’t want it right now 

Tip #6: Shower her with compliments beforehand 

Tip #7: Take a “campaign” approach (have conversations like this multiple times) 

Tip #8: Frame it as being important (i.e. “it’s on my sexual bucket list”) 

Tip #9: It could help to ask in a “maybe format” instead of demanding a yes or no 

(“maybe at some point in the future when we’re making love blah blah blah…”) 

 

Even though you’re asking/suggesting, you’re really just trying to warm her up to 

the idea… 

 

You're REALLY just trying to get her to 'think about doing something simple’ (she 

thinks to herself, “I can do that!) WHILE FEELING like a sexual success... 

 

What happens if that doesn’t work. 

 

In other words….she’s not agreeing to (or reacting well to) doing a “smaller 

version of the act in the future”, then break it up into levels because 99% of women 

are comfort zone driven. 

 

It's kind of like a toe in the water approach... 

 

If she's not up for DOING the smaller version... no big deal...  

 

You now know that you have to keep getting her to REPEATEDLY DO the 

“level” that she’s comfortable with (i.e. giving you 2 or 3 kisses on the chest). 

 

And while she’s doing that, get her to REPEATEDLY IMAGINE doing the next 

level (i.e. giving you 2 or 3 kisses on your cock) via the example dialogue above.  

 

So in terms of levels… 

 

Metaphorically, it looks like this: 

 



Level 1 - Getting her to ACTUALLY PUT her toes in the pool WHILE getting her 

to REPEATEDLY IMAGINE putting her whole foot in there one day 

Level 2- Getting her to ACTUALLY PUT her whole foot in the pool WHILE 

getting her to REPEATEDLY IMAGINE putting her whole leg in there one day 

Level 3 - Getting her to ACTUALLY PUT her whole leg in the pool WHILE 

getting her to REPEATEDLY IMAGINE putting her whole body in there one day. 

So that’s the metaphor… 

 

The philosophy is: “You can get a woman to do just about anything, if you’re (1) 

gradual + (2) respectful + (3) you’re ok if she doesn’t ever want to do it. 

 

Number 3 is really important because you’re not trying to make her or force…so 

on some level, you’re ok if she doesn’t do it. 

 

The mindset is, you ONLY want her to do it, if she “by some means” ends up 

getting exciting about it (whether it’s because of things you’ve said, something she 

read, something someone told her, etc.)… 

 

You don’t want her to decide to do it out of fear (i.e. fear that you’ll cheat to get 

the experience, fear that you’ll be angry with her if she doesn’t do it, etc.)… 

 

- CR 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hello CR, in GHH 3, you mentioned: Horniness is an emotion: If she hasn’t been 

horny in a while she hasn’t be triggered.  

 

It’s not because she is broken and has lost her ability to become horny.  

 

My question is this: if a woman is a complete virgin, never had sex, never been 

horny in her life so never experienced this emotion in her life, can she still be 

aroused by using ST tactics. 

 

I am asking this because I read in Kama Sutra that it's easy to persuade a married 

woman for sex than a virgin. 

 

Thanx 

 

G.T. 

 

 

 

 

Hey G.T. 

 

That's a good question and a tricky one. On one hand, virgins do get horny – 

whether the virgin is male or female.  

 

In fact, a lot of little (virgin) girls hump their pillows.  

 

(see: https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20111128192234AAQZUJ8) 

 

In fact, I asked my wife one day about this… 

 

I said something like, “I was on yahoo answers and somehow I was clicking 

around and saw this question about women who talked about how they use to 

hump their pillows when they were little girls (I was trying to read her). Can you 

believe that?” 

 

https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20111128192234AAQZUJ8


She started smiling big time…as if she was getting ready to say, “I plead the 5th”. 

 

A friend of mine has a close female friend who is a virgin (at the age of 36) and 

confessed that she is horny all of the time!  

 

She reads romance novels and practically daydreams about sex…  

 

So in a way she's exposing herself to ST (sexual tension) tactics… 

 

I know another woman who told me when she was a young girl (and a virgin at 

that time) she was drying off after getting out of the bathtub and the towel grazed 

her vagina and it felt tingly so she kept doing it over and over again.  

 

And pretty soon, it was a habit to play with herself.  

 

And once a woman experiences 'sexual pleasure' via accidental grazes or a pattern 

of playing with herself… her brain will at some point 'schedule' urges….it's kind of 

like it ends up telling her 'hey you! You haven’t done XYZ in a while. It felt good. 

Remember? I'm going to make you have an urge to do it soon’. 

 

Then on top of that, when most women menstruate, they get horny (whether she's a 

virgin or not) via hormonal shifts. 

 

See: http://jezebel.com/why-youre-so-horny-during-your-period-

1613540825 

 

But...if there was a woman who was a virgin + SOMEHOW she's never been 

horny before…  

 

… in fact, let's say somehow she managed to (1) avoid touching/grazing herself her 

whole life  + (2) she never had any sort of ST-related 'thoughts' (watching/reading 

about kissing, sex or any romantic situation…or thinking about a guy) + (3) 

somehow she had a condition where her hormones weren't functioning properly so 

she never experienced urges during menstruation… 

 

…then a “unique woman” like this (who hasn't been horny before) could STILL 

http://jezebel.com/why-youre-so-horny-during-your-period-1613540825
http://jezebel.com/why-youre-so-horny-during-your-period-1613540825


get horny via some sort of process (ST tactic)… if we assume that (despite her lack 

of experiences) “there’s a first time for everything”… 

 

The guy could do certain things to leverage her “unique situation”…. ranging from 

giving her a romantic experience….and/or….having sort of strategy that involved 

her being touched in an intimate/sexual way ….and/or … creating a situation 

where she’s comfortable with receiving her first kiss from a guy… 

 

That’s the first thing that comes to mind.  

 

Overall… I agree with you… a married woman (who is assumed to have been 

“horny” lots of times in her life) is likely to be “easier” to have sex 

with…compared to a “virgin”… 

 

Although, I’m not sure what you mean by “married woman”… is it hypothetically 

a “married woman that YOU are married to”?  

 

…or is it a “married woman that someone else is married to”? lol. 

 

In any case, the process of building arousal in a woman is similar for all types (i.e. 

virgins, nonvirgins, single women, married women, etc.) 

 

Stage 1 (for all types) - She would have be into you 

 

Stage 2 (for all types) - You would have to get her to experience urges  

 

Stage 3 (for all types) – You would have to get her to feel that nothing bad 

(physical pain or  emotional pain) would happen during and after sex…  

 

And as far as the exact strategy… all of that would depend on her personal issues, 

beliefs and experiences… 

 

- CR 

 

  



Hi CR, 

 

I have heard the sentence, "Women want to be taken and ravaged".  What is your 

opinion / experience on this?  Can you write in detail some good examples on this? 

 

Some women love dirty talk during sex.  Can you write about how to do it 

correctly? 

 

Can you write about what a married man can buy for his wife, where the book 

shows a wife how to better understand his man and how to improve herself as a 

woman and become a great quality wife + how to give great blowjobs and improve 

her sexual skills etc...? 

 

Thanks in advance. 

 

B.D. 

 

 

 

Hey B.D. 

 

There are some women who want “dirty talk” all the time during sex....and some 

women want it a certain times.  

 

It's kind of like a woman who is very hungry on one day and wants a steak... and 

on another day, she wants a fruit smoothie. 

 

I think most women crave being "taken and ravaged" at times....  

 

Woman A might want it 90% of the time. 

For Woman B it could be 20%. 

 

What makes a woman want it 90% of the time vs. 20%?  

 

Several factors. 



 

1) Her emotional profile… 

2) Her preferences... 

 

The big mistake that people make is assuming that all women want to be taken and 

ravaged 100% of the time. 

 

I've seen lots of experts suggest this... it's not true.  

 

Women aren't collectively “one way - all the time” in terms of the emotions they 

crave. 

 

Some women LOVE to boss others around, be dominant, etc. 

Some women strive to be in leadership positions. 

 

...while some women are the total opposite. They're more comfortable being 

behind the scenes or a "team player". 

 

Some women enjoy being told EXACTLY what to do in all aspects of life. 

 

Although MOST women like to be submissive at times and dominate at other 

times… 

 

As far as creating a book on how to do "dirty talk" the right way, I plan on creating 

that soon. 

 

In the meantime, you should check out: 

 

http://superpowermedia.com/backdoorpage-hidden-org-hack.html 

 

The dirty talk will be a “spin off” of that report and feature the 11 psychological-

emotional pleasure hacks mention in that report + other stuff. 

 

For now, here are a few tips. 

 

1. Give impact-based compliments - Most of the time when you end up being 

successful at dirty talk, it's a result of an "impact-based compliment" more so than 

http://superpowermedia.com/backdoorpage-hidden-org-hack.html


using "dirty buzz words in a clumsy way”. 

 

To me, this is often the difference between making sex awkward and heating her 

and making her go wild… 

 

Read the situation 

 

For example: A guy saying "you love my hard cock, don't you?".....during a time 

when she's not in that type of mindset and/or she’s not heated up is just a guy using 

"dirty buzz words in a clumsy way"... 

 

Nine times out of ten – it will always be better to talk about her impact on you 

during sex... 

 

"Oh my god! you're riding me at the perfect speed! keep doing it just like.  

 

"Wow! Sweetie.... your lips are extra soft today. I loooooove how your lips feel 

when you kiss me on the neck like that...it feels amazing".... 

 

2. Give her beauty/sexy compliments 

 

“Damn! You look so hot!” 

“Oh my god! Your ass looks so good.” 

“Wow! You’re so beautiful. Come here and give me a kiss.” 

 

3. Make her experience strong emotions 

 

“I love you so much!” 

“I’ve been thinking about you all day!” 

“I miss you so much!” 

 

4. Give her strategic intimate instructions 

 

“I want you to get on top. Ok?” 

“I need you to slow down and lean forward so that I can hug you nice and tight.” 

 



5. (very powerful) Get her to experience “complimentary mini-movies” during sex. 

 

(whispering) “Earlier today when you were getting out of the shower I was looking 

at the water drops all over your body. I realized that you have the perfect nipples. 

My mind was spinning. I was thinking ‘Wow! She’s my wife/girlfriend!’” 

 

Note: It’s basically a “mini movie” where she is the object of your desire. And it 

has a neat effect when it’s done DURING sex (or during foreplay). 

 

6. Moaning – Many women love it when we moan a bit and show that we’re 

enthusiastic about the pleasures of sex. 

 

7. Your Impact on Her via boomerang comments 

 

Wait until she has an obvious reaction to what you’re doing → “You like how that 

feels, don’t you?” 

 

She says, “Oh my god! You’re so hard. It feels so good.” → “You love how that 

hard cock feels.” 

 

She says, “Oh fuck. I’m about to cum!” → “Oh Baby. You’re about to cum super 

hard. Hold me tightly ok?” 

 

Note: It can have a huge impact to say stuff you don’t think she heard before. 

 

Hope that helps. 

 

Have a great day! 

 

Warmest Regards, 

CR James  



Resources: 

 

The Hidden Orgasm Hack 
http://superpowermedia.com/backdoorpage-hidden-org-hack.html 

 

Super Pleasure Power 
http://superpowermedia.com/Backdoor-SuperPleasurePower.html 

 

Super Uncensored Sex Secrets 
http://superpowermedia.com/Backdoor-Super-Uncensored-Secrets.html 

 

Orgasm Genius Report - The 18 Sex Factors for Super Penetration Sex 
http://superpowermedia.com/Backdoor-orgasm-genius2016.html 
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